Robotics-Lab 2011/2012
Organization

- 3 Projects with groups of 2-3 people
- 4 hours work/week, weekly meetings
  - timeslot
- One intermediate presentation, one final presentation at the end

- Next meeting in two weeks
  - Starting with project work
- One introductory exercise
Access

- Accounts will be setup on kaspar(.informatik…)
- ssh fernando from kaspar to compile
- Development in svn repository
- You can use machines in RCR

- Robocup-Room via Unicard for working at other times
Target System

• Ubuntu 10.04 LTS Lucid
• ROS Electric
  – ros-electric-desktop-full
• Mirror: http://ros.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/index-apt-mirror.html

• Your code has to work on this setup
  – Development system might be different